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The worst-case analysis of the greedy algorithm for a combinatorial problem of linear maxi- 
mization on a partially ordered set (introduced by U. Faigle [3]) is given. 
1. Introduction 
In the paper [3] U. Faigle has introduced a problem of combinatorial optimiza- 
tion on a partially ordered set and has characterized the problems which can 
‘always’ be solved with a ‘greedy’ heuristic. This result is the analog of a well-known 
theorem of Edmonds [2] for the usual greedy algorithm. But this result is an 
immediate consequence of a theorem of Korte and Hausmann [5] (see also Jenkyns 
[4,6]) which have analysed the worst-case performance of the usual greedy 
algorithm. 
Using the idea from [ 11, we will consider in this paper the corresponding analysis 
for partially ordered sets. After a precise statement of the problem and some 
remarks on the result in [3] (Section 2), in Section 3 we give our main result. 
2. The linear maximization problem on a partially ordered set 
Let (P, I) be a finite partially ordered set and P* be the free monoid generated by 
P. If p E P* then sym(p) denotes the set of all its symbols, I(p) is the cardinality of 
sym(p) and pref(p) = (q E P* 1 Z’q, E P* such that p = qql} is the set of its prefixes. 
Note that A (the empty word) and p are in pref(p); I(p) is called the length of p. 
An independence system on P is a subset IS = IS(P) of P*, which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(is,) Vp E IS, pref(p) c IS. 
(i+) (pEP*,x,yEPandxpyEIS) * xfyandxcy. 
A base of IS is an element b E IS with the property that 
(b~pref(p) and PE IS) * p=b. 
The set of all bases of IS is g(IS). If A c P, then ISftA* is an independence system 
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denoted IS /A. For a subset A of P let us denote 
The rank-quotient of IS is q(IS) = min{q(A) 1 A ideal of P). 
A natural weighting on P is a function w : P-+ IR, with the property 
xsy * W(X)? w(y). Clearly w can be extended to P* by w(J) =0 and if 
p=xr.Q”‘x,, then w[p] = C w(x,). Let us remark that the set of all natural 
weighting functions with values 0 and 1 is one-to-one with the set of incidence 
vectors of all ideals of P. 
We can now state the combinatorial problem of linear maximization on a 
partially ordered set P: 
Problem (1). Given IS(P) = IS an independence system and a natural weighting 
function on P, determine m(IS, w) E IS such that 
w[m(IS, w)]=max{w[p] )p~ls(P)}. 
The most naive approach to Problem (1) is given by the following heuristic called 
[2] ‘greedy algorithm’. 
Greedy algorithm for Problem (1) 
Step 0. Order the elements of P such that w(xr ) 1 w(xZ) 2 ..= 2 w(x,); put g = A 
and k=O (n is the cardinality of P), 
Step 1. If gxk+r EIS, then g=gXk+r and go to the next step, else go to the next 
step. 
Step 2. If k<n, then k= k+ 1 and go to Step 1, else stop: g(lS, w) =g is the 
greedy solution. 
Clearly the greedy solution can be nonoptimal. U. Faigle [3] has characterized the 
independence systems for which the greedy solution of Problem (1) is optimal for 
every natural weighting w on P. Such independence systems are called generating 
systems, and are characterized by the following two conditions: 
(gsr) For all p, P’E IS with l(p) </(p’) there exist XE sym(p’) and y E P with y IX 
and py E IS. 
(gsZ) For all ideas A, B c P with A C B, if x E A belongs to all elements of IS 1 B of 
maximum length, then x belongs to all elements of IS 1 A of maximum length. 
In order to conciliate our result with Faigle’s result we give an equivalent charac- 
terization of generating systems. First of all, in Faigle’s characterization the condi- 
tion (gsZ) is superfluous. Indeed, supposing (gs,), let A, B two ideals of P and XE A 
with the property that x is a symbol of any element of IS ( B of maximum length. If b 
is an element of maximum length of IS 1 A, then since A cB, b is an element of 
IS ) B. Now, b can be extended (by iterated applications of (gs,)) to an element bpxq 
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of maximum length of IS (B. Here we have assumed x is not a symbol of b. But, 
from (isZ) we have for all YE sym(p) y<x and since A is an ideal we have yeA. 
Hence bpx is an element of IS (A with I(bpx) > [(b), contradicting the choice of b. 
Therefore XE sym(b) which proves (gs2). 
Now, we can prove that (gs,) is equivalent with the following condition: 
(*) For any ideal A of P all bases of IS ) A have the same length. 
Indeed, if (gsr) holds and A is an ideal of P, let b, 6’ two bases of IS (A with 
I(b) < I(b’). From (gsi) there exist XE sym(b’) and y E P such that y 5x and by E IS. 
Since A is an ideal, we have y E A and hence by E IS 1 A, contradicting the definition 
of a base. Hence (*) holds. 
Conversely, if (*) holds, let p,p’~ IS with f(p)<I(p’). Let us consider the 
following ideal of P: 
A = { y ) y E P and there exists XE sym(p) U sym(p’) with y 5x}. 
Since all bases of IS (A have the same length and p, p’ are in IS IA and satisfy 
I(p) < l(p’) it follows that p is not a base of IS 1 A. By the definition of a base, there 
exists YEA such that py E IS 1 A and hence py~ IS. Now, from (is2) and the 
choosing of A it follows that there exists a x E sym(p’) such that y E x and therefore 
(gsi) holds. 
Summarizing, we have obtained that the result of Faigle is equivalent with the 
following one: 
The greedy solution of Problem (1) is optimal for every natural weighting w on P 
if and only if the independence system of Problem (1) satisfies condition (*). 
3. The main result 
Let us consider Problem (1). We have the following result: 
Theorem. 12 w[g(IS, w)]/w[m(IS, w)] ~q(lS) for every natural weighting w on P; 
furthermore the second inequality is sharp (in the sense that there exists w such that 
we have equality). 
Proof. Induction on n = IPJ. Suppose the theorem true for every problem (1) with 
an independence system on a partially ordered set P with fewer than n elements and 
let us consider Problem (1) with \Pl= n. 
If w[g(IS, w)]/w[m(lS, w)] rf(g(IS, w))/l(m(IS, w)), then since g(IS, w) is a base 
of IS and m(IS, w) can be assumed w.o.1.g. to be a base of IS, we have I(g(IS, w))/ 
I(m(IS, w)) ?q(IS) and the theorem is proved. Hence, let us suppose 
wk(IS, w)l/w[NS, w)l < hm, w)4mUS, w)>. 
Let w’ be the weight function defined by 
w’(x) = w(x) - mEiF w(y). 
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Clearly w’ is a natural weighting function and we have (a denotes the above 
minimum): 
w’[g(IS, w’)]/w’[m(IS, w’)] 
= (w[g(IS, w)l -a. 4g(IS, ~))V(~[~(IS, w)l - a * 4m(IS, WI)> 
5 w[g(IS, w)]/w[m(IS, w)]. 
The above equality follows since the greedy solution for the problem with weight w’ 
is the same as for the problem with weight wand since m(IS, w) can be chosen to be 
of minimum length among all bases of maximum weight. The inequality is an easy 
consequence of working assumption. 
Now, let y. be maximal with respect to the partial order relation on P among all 
elements in (y 1 w(y) =a}; we have w’(vo) = 0 and therefore 
w’[g(IS, w’)]/w’[m(IS, w’)] 
The last inequality follows from the induction hypothesis and since P \ y. is an ideal 
of P. 
Combining the two inequalities obtained above we have 
w[g(IS, w>l/w[m(IS, W)l~dW, 
and the first part of the theorem is proved. 
To prove that q(IS) is a sharp bound for the worst-case performance of the greedy 
algorithm, let A0 be an ideal with q(IS)=q(A,). Consider the natural weighting 
function w defined by w(x) = 1 if x belongs to A0 and 0 otherwise; order the elements 
of A0 such that the first are the elements of a base of IS ( A0 of minimum length, and 
finally apply the greedy algorithm. 
Corollary. The greedy solution of Problem (1) is optimal for every natural 
weighting w on P if and only if the independence system of Problem (I) satisfies 
condition (*). 
Proof. Use the theorem and the obvious fact that IS satisfies condition (*) if and 
only if q(IS) = 1. 
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